
 
 

This is a Tactical Level Science Fiction Infantry Battle Scenario by RRB Minis © 2022 for the game Fictioneers: Legacy.  A copy of the rules will be needed in order 
to properly play this scenario including defining the tactical organizations called for here.  Terra standard colors are used on the scenario map to aid in 

understanding the terrain called for.  It does not specify the correct item colors for the scenario location.  Feel free to use whatever color scheme table covering and 
terrain you prefer.  To ask questions or to find more information about (and links to) the rules, other scenarios, and miniatures visit rrbminis.com. 

 

Scenario 12:  Encounter on XU-568 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of voluntarily Running Away Fast to reach cover.  It is specifically written for a 
known battle between the Sentinels of Xyban and the Death Raiders on a huge asteroid known as Rock XY-568 in the Coretha 
Asteroid Belt (but it can also be played anywhere using any factions). The battle originally happen back when control of the 
shipping lane was still disputed by these two factions. 
 

Setup 
 
For 2 players. 
 
Units used should be limited to an 
HQ squad per side (or similar forces 
w/o heavy vehicles). 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Items listed on the map are typical 
terrain as listed in the rules.  Craters 
are softcover and -2” to exit. 
 
If players are familiar with the 
Hidden Units rules presented in 
Scenario #2, all troops begin hidden 
on their half of the battlefield.  
Hiding can be done behind a hill or 
the battle line barrier (show as “***” 
on the map), or in Rubble/Craters.  
Note the troop locations on a paper 
map, then high die goes first. 
 
If players are not familiar with those rules, then the high die roll player deploys all troops by making a full move maximum from 
their battlefield back edge (no fire option allowed). Then the other side does the same at their back edge. This counts as turns 1 and 
2. Normal move/fire options begin on turn 3. 
 

Special Conditions 
 
If fighting gets too hot, it is sometimes prudent to fall back to cover.  This is often call Running Away Scared.  Troops can add +2 to 
their movement as long as they reach cover, then being pinned there as per the regular rules.  This is common for scouting troops 
that when ambushed can shoot, then get back to the cover quickly. 
 
The Battle Lines Barriers are hard cover for those directly behind them.  They are -1” to cross them. 
 
Objectives 
 
Rock XY-568 is situated in a strategic location to use as a base to oversee ship movements in this area.  And whoever controls this 
vital shipping lane controls all trade in the sector. 
 

• 1 Victory Point:  If either side kills over half of the enemy troops. 
 

• 2 Victory Points:  If the enemy is driven from the area (i.e. they concede defeat). 


